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Accessible Near-Storage 
Computing with FPGAs

Heterogeneous system architectures are considered vital
for the ever-growing demand for computational power.
However, data transfers between individual components of
these increasingly complex systems impose a major
bottleneck.

An upcoming mitigation strategy is to move compute
resources close to places in the system, where data occurs
naturally. The resulting increase in the diversity of compute
resources raises the question how those resources can be
made accessible to users and applications. This not only
affects the programming model of near-memory compute
kernels but also the practicalities of software development,
including code portability, short iteration times and
productive APIs.

We introduce Metal FS as a framework that specifically
targets combined FPGA+NVMe devices and improves the
accessibility of such near-storage compute accelerators for
users and developers in multiple ways.

Firstly, we argue that self-contained and reusable near-
storage compute kernels operate on the granularity of file
data streams; thus, we present a near-storage-compute-
aware file system.

Secondly, we provide an integrated build process for FPGA
overlay images that starts with the acquisition of previously
defined compute kernels through a package manager and
finally allows to dynamically configure near-storage
compute pipelines consisting of such kernels.

Thirdly, we integrate the framework into Linux as a file
system driver and repurpose Unix Pipes as a well-known
operating system primitive to orchestrate near-storage
compute pipelines.

MetalFS is open-source and available on
https://github.com/osmhpu/metalfs.
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Abstract
Heterogeneous system architectures are considered vital for
the ever-growing demand for computational power. How-
ever, data transfers between individual components of these
increasingly complex systems impose a major bottleneck. An
upcoming mitigation strategy is to move compute resources
close to places in the system, where data occurs naturally.
The resulting increase in the diversity of compute resources
raises the question how those resources can be made ac-
cessible to users and applications. This not only a�ects the
programming model of near-memory compute kernels but
also the practicalities of software development, including
code portability, short iteration times and productive APIs.
We introduce Metal FS as a framework that speci�cally

targets combined FPGA+NVMe devices and improves the
accessibility of such near-storage compute accelerators for
users and developers in multiple ways: Firstly, we argue that
self-contained and reusable near-storage compute kernels op-
erate on the granularity of �le data streams; thus, we present
a near-storage-compute-aware �le system. Secondly, we pro-
vide an integrated build process for FPGA overlay images
that starts with the acquisition of previously de�ned com-
pute kernels through a packagemanager and �nally allows to
dynamically con�gure near-storage compute pipelines con-
sisting of such kernels. Thirdly, we integrate the framework
into Linux as a �le system driver and repurpose U��� Pipes
as a well-known operating system primitive to orchestrate
near-storage compute pipelines.

CCS Concepts • Information systems → Storage ar-
chitectures; • Computing methodologies → Parallel
computingmethodologies; • Software and its engineer-
ing→ Development frameworks and environments.
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1 Introduction
In data-intensive applications, the von Neumann bottleneck
inhibits further performance improvements in todays com-
puter systems as data cannot be transferred to CPUs fast
enough. Advancements in coupling compute units withmem-
ory as well as faster non-volatile storage technologies drive
the development of near-memory computing architectures,
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$> ./operators/decrypt -k /tmp/key < ./files/in.txt
| ./operators/filter --greater-than 42
| ./operators/encrypt -k /tmp/key
> ./files/out.txt
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Figure 1. Shell commands issued by a user or application
are executed by orchestrating a pipeline of pre-de�ned func-
tional elements of a coarse-grained FPGA overlay. The over-
lay can be generated for most CAPI-enabled FPGAs.

where application-level computations are performed in prox-
imity of the data source [16].
Moreover, physical constraints increasingly limit the po-

tential of performance improvements for general purpose
processors. This trend is made clear by the end of Dennard
Scaling and the current slowdown of Moore’s law [3]. Thus,
the development of application-speci�c compute accelera-
tors receives increasing attention, promising superior per-
formance per watt characteristics.
In comparison to GPUs, which are well established for

application acceleration, the available memory bandwidths
of FPGA cards are catching up, as Fang et. al [5] describe in
their survey paper on future opportunities for accelerating in-
memory databases with FPGAs. However, they conclude that
a central concern towards FPGA adoption in the �eld remains
that most of todays database engineers are not trained to
create low-level hardware circuit implementations.
Addressing this concern in general, di�erent approaches

improve the accessibility of FPGA development for software
programmers, including high-level synthesis compilers, stan-
dardized programming interfaces (e.g. OpenCL [15]) as well
as dynamically recon�gurable FPGA overlays [18].
Towards a consolidation of these e�orts in near-storage

computing, we propose the concept of a standardized, self-
contained and composable Operator as the basic functional
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to be applied to a data stream that is linked to a �le on the
NVMe storage �le system.
From a developers perspective, the productivity in cre-

ating FPGA accelerated applications is best, if previously
de�ned high-level components can be reused and only min-
imal adaptations for a particular use case are required, if
any. This insight also drove the design of the U��� operating
system, which provides a set of standard utilities that do one
thing and do it well and allows composition by using the pipe
operator in a shell.
Inspired by this idea, Metal FS allows to use standard

shell syntax, including the pipe operator, as a means of pro-
gramming FPGA-accelerated near-data computations that
are mapped to pre-de�ned functional elements of a coarse-
grained FPGA overlay.
The testbed used during development is comprised of

an OpenP���� S824L system equipped with a Nallatech
250S NVMe+FPGA accelerator card and supports the IBM
CAPI 1 protocol, which allows for coherent host memory
access from the accelerator. As upcoming generations of
NVMe+FPGA devices are expected to o�er improved per-
formance, we decided to implement Metal FS on top of the
CAPI S��� framework [13] which provides portability across
future CAPI-enabled FPGA boards.
Metal FS consists of three major components that are

introduced hereinafter.

3.1 Operators and FPGA Overlay
The Metal FS FPGA overlay is structured around operators,
which are functional units that each perform a self-contained
data stream transformation. When synthesizing a Metal FS
overlay for a speci�c FPGA, users can choose a number of
operators to be included in the design from a library of com-
monly used functions. During the build process, the hard-
ware interfaces of the operators are connected to a central
crossbar stream switch which controls their execution order
at runtime. Consequently, the runtime parameterization of
the overlay consists of the switch con�guration as well as
per-operator con�guration data (e.g. encryption keys).

If an application speci�c functionality is missing from the
operator library, users can de�ne custom operators using
common hardware description languages, as well as Vivado
HLS (cf. Listing 1). By providing a standardized develop-
ment environment for creating operators with Vivado HLS,
Metal FS aims to make this process as streamlined as possi-
ble.

3.2 Near-Storage Compute Aware File System
Similar to NVMeDirect [10], Metal FS provides a user-space
API for invoking data transfers to the NVMe drive. As in
FastPath [19], the FPGA autonomously interacts with the
NVMe controller. Instead of directly exposing physical stor-
age locations however, Metal FS implements a full �le system

void op_example(stream &in, stream &out) {
stream_element element;
do {

element = in.read();
// insert operator logic here
out.write(element);

} while (!element.last);
}

Listing 1. Vivado HLS skeleton of a Metal FS operator.

and therefore allows to interface with the storage resources
using �le-level operations.

The underlying implementation consists of both hardware
and software components. At its core, each �le is represented
as a list of extents, where each extent consists of a starting
block address and a length. Accordingly, the FPGA overlay
contains a block mapper that translates logical �le o�sets
into physical block addresses based on a �le extent list.

All �le system metadata is maintained on the CPU. Thus,
�le operations that modify the structure of the �le system
require CPU interaction to the bene�t of greatly reducing the
complexity of the hardware implementation. On the other
hand, the FPGA autonomously conducts the performance
critical read and write operations.

In order to enable near-storage computing, each �le access
internally passes through the crossbar switch that connects
all operators. Thus, for read and write operations, the �le
systemAPI allows to specify operators that should be applied
to the �le data stream as it is being transferred to or from
the NVMe drive.

Finally, Metal FS includes a F��� driver to mount the con-
tents of the NVMe storage into the Linux �le system. By
default, no computations are performed during �le accesses;
however the driver can easily be con�gured to transparently
include accelerated data transformations such as encryption
or compression (cf. Figure 2).
Alternatively, we present a more explicit mechanism for

performing computations on the data path in the next sec-
tion.
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Figure 2. The read and write �le system operations are
leveraging the con�gurable FPGA overlay to apply arbitrary
transformations on the data-path.
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